
MODEL PRICE SHEET 

SUB LOW MID HIGH$1599
The pinnacle of personal audio. They offer a sleek, ergonomic design, and premium 
sound quality. The U12 is the culmination of over 7 years of IEM design; comprised 
of 12 drivers that work in perfect harmony to deliver a remarkably rich and immersive 
sound with impeccable spatial imaging. The U12 will reveal undiscovered layers of 
sounds that you couldn’t hear with conventional IEM’s. In the midst of other 12 driver 
earphones nothing comes close to the transparency, agility and power of the U12.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$999
Premium, quad-low-driver “powerhouses”. Special attention was put on enhancing the 
bass in such a way that it does not “overpower” the rest of the frequencies. The result 
is an incredibly powerful, dynamic and hard-hitting bass that allows the mid-range and 
high frequencies to stay clear and vibrant. This product is designed for bassists, drum-
mers, keyboardists and anyone seeking a warm and immersive sound.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$649
Designed with bass lovers in mind. In addition to having dedicated mid and high driv-
ers, their proprietary dual low subwoofers produce powerful yet controlled bass. Pre-
viously, this sound could only be possible with large, bulky “over-the-ear” headphones, 
but due to their advanced design the U4s deliver the richness and low-end impact with 
ease. This product is ideal for drummers, percussionists, bass players and the like.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$499
Extremely versatile and possess impressive clarity and warmth for any instrument or 
genre. The U3 faithfully reproduces vocals and instruments and brings their overtones 
to life. With their musically inspiring sound signature they are ideal for vocalists and 
instrumentalists but are also an excellent choice for those insisting on accuracy and 
balance in their IEMs.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$1399
The world’s first true “reference” monitors. They’re comprised of 10 masterfully 
tuned drivers per ear. The U10 is tuned for neutral bass, luscious but accurate mids 
and a silky-smooth top end, which sounds much like premium soft-dome tweeters. 
The U10s level of detail and depth of soundstage will reveal “hidden” subtleties and 
layers of sounds in every recording. Rediscover music all over again with the amazing 
realism and accuracy of the U10! This product is ideal for professional studio, acoustic 
performers, and the most discerning audiophiles.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$899
The “in-ear monitor of choice” for touring musicians and Houses of Worship. They are 
designed to be accurate and faithfully reproduce recordings and monitor mixes without 
adding heavy “coloration” to the sound. All frequencies are masterfully balanced. The 
U6s possess a warm yet transparent sound that is ideally suited for stage musicians and 
audiophiles.

SUB LOW MID HIGH$399
The most affordable option with a remarkable sound quality. The U2 easily outperforms 
other Dual-driver IEMs on the market due to its unique design. This product is ideal for 
musicians, houses of worship and audio enthusiasts.
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